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Class VIII Assignment on Introduction to Libre Office Base 
Subject: Computer Science 

Solutions 
 

Note: Answers are highlighted in bold 
1. Which of the following is not the example of relational database? 

a) MS Access   b) Oracle       c) Spreadsheet d) Base 
2. The extension of Database file of Base is  

a) Mdb        b) xls       c) odb  d) bdb 
3. Identify the columns out of the given three, which should not be present in each of the              

          following tables.       
Table 1 : Student 

  Roll No   Cost_ID  Address  

Table 2: Book 

  Book_Id   Date of Birth   Phone Number 

Table 3: CD Stock 

  CD_Name   Design_Category   Price 

4. Pratibha is working in a bank. She is creating a database to store the details of the bank 
customers. Which of the following fields of table Bank_Customer can be selected as primary 
key?       

Bank-Customer 

  Acc_No   Cust_Name   DOB   PAN_NO   Opening_Bal 

Acc_No or PAN_NO : Primary Key 
        
5. Suggest the name of the following table and answer the questions that follow 

 
a. How many fields does the table have? ______6___________________ 
b. How many records does the table have? _____4____________________ 
c. Identify the Primary key of the table. ___Player_ID______________________ 

d. Identify the above view of the table. ___ Table data view  
e. Which view will you use to add new record to the above table. ___ Table data view __ 

     6.   A table can contain many databases. (YES/NO) NO 
     7.   You have been asked to create a database for storing the records of patients and doctors.        
           Suggest the name of the table and field names required for doing so.  

For patient table: Patient_ID , Patient_name, Date_of_admit, date_of_discharge 
For doctor table: Doc_ID, Doc_name, Dept, Phno, Qualification, Days, Time 

 
     8.   Differentiate between data and information. 

data Information 

Raw facts and figures Processed form of data 
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Doesnot deliver clear meaning Meaning ful 

Rajesh, 12 Rajesh is 12 years 

 
    
9 . Consider the following tables. Identify the field name that will be used for setting relationship  

      between two tables. 
Employee table   

Empcode empname deptno address salary 

 
Dept table 

Deptno Dname location 

 
Common field from both the tables is used to set the relation so deptno is the common field 


